The rotational Zeeman effect in the microwave spectrum of trans-and cis-Thioformic Acid has been investigated at field strengths upto 25.6 kG. Measurements were done for both AM = 0 and AM = ± 1 selection rules for the trans species and for AM = ^ 1 for the eis species. From the observed splittings the following parameters were obtained for the diagonal elements of the molecular g tensor and the susceptibility anisotropics.
Introduction
The study of the high field Zeeman effect in the rotational spectra of diamagnetic molecules is of interest as it gives direct information about the molecular g values and magnetic susceptibility anisotropics. This information, when supplemented by the rotational constants, the structure of the molecule (obtained by normal microwave spectroscopic methods) and by the bulk magnetic susceptibility gives additional molecular parameters such as the diagonal elements of the electric quadrupole moment tensor, the diagonal elements of diamagnetic and paramagnetic susceptibility tensor and if all above informations are fed in, the second moments of the electronic charge distribution.
The present communication reports our investigations on the trans-and cis-species of Thioformic Acid, whose zero field spectrum and molecular structure has recently been reported [1] [2] [3] .
Experimental
The preparation of the sample has been done by the procedure of Engler and Gattow [4] as modified by Hocking and Winnewisser [1] , The sample was always kept in a glass container at liquid air temperatures and was found to be stable under these conditions. Gaseous samples for spectroscopic (Zeeman) studies were taken by taking away the liquid air container in which the sample tube was immersed and allowing it to warm up until the desired amount of pressure was obtained in the cell. Contrary to the experiences of Hocking and Winnewisser [1] , we found that initially the sample decomposed rather fast in our brass wave guide absorption cell, giving it a half life time of only one to two minutes. The half life in the cell could, however, be increased by first warming (upto + 90 °C) and pumping off the cell overnight to remove destabilizing impurities from the cell, and then leaving the sample in the cell at a pressure of about 300 m torr and temperature -80 °C for about [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] hours. After such a treatment of the cell, the half life of the sample was found to be about two hours, which was sufficient for the present Zeeman work.
The measurements were done with a conventional 33 kHz Stark effect modulation microwave spectrograph (employing phase stabilized BWO's as radiation sources and an automatic system of recording the frequency markers), which was combined with a strong electromagnet. The spectrograph is equipped with absorption cells of 2.2 meters length for both AM = 0 and AM = ± 1 studies and is operating in the frequency range 8.0-40.0 GHz. A detailed description of the spectrograph has been given elsewhere [5, 6] . All measurements have been done at temperatures of about -50 °C and the pressure of the gas was kept at about 1-2 m torr to reduce the collision broadening of the absorption lines. Typical recorded half widths at half power points were on the order of 160 kHz. Thus we believe the measurements of the Zeeman splittings to be accurate within ±30 kHz. The magnetic field was measured to an accuracy of better than 0.1% with a Rawson-Lush Type 920 rotating coil gaussmeter, which was calibrated with an nmr gaussmeter.
Theory and Method of Analysis
The effective rotational Hamiltonian of an asymmetric top molecule in the presence of a strong magnetic field H can be written as [6] Jf = h(AJa* + BJb 2 + CJc 2)
where Ja, Jb, Jc are the components of the angular momentum along the principal axes of interia, a, b, and c respectively, (in units of H) A, B, C are the rotational constants, g is the molecular g tensor, 1
is the magnetic susceptibility tensor, \e\H JUN = i s the nuclear magneton, Z IVl p C jUel is the electric dipole moment of the molecule, Vo is the velocity of the considered molecule, c is the velocity of light.
The analysis of the Zeeman patterns was carried out with a computer program in which the above Hamiltonian is handled in the following three steps.
i) The zero field Hamiltonian matrix of the asymmetric rotor is set up with the basis of the eigenfunctions of the limiting symmetric rotor and the eigenvalues and asymmetric top eigenfunctions are determined in the course of a numerical diagonalization.
ii) The matrix elements of the complete Hamiltonian (1) are then calculated in the basis of the asymmetric top functions and the eigenvalues are determined by a perturbation treatment. In view of the smallness of the Zeeman contributions, a first order perturbation treatment was found to be sufficient. Also, the third term, viz. J^TS has been found to give a significant contribution only for the symmetric top molecules [6] , so this can be neglected for the present case, leaving the field dependent contribution to the energy levels as [6, 7] is the bulk magnetic susceptibility, %gg are the diagonal elements of the susceptibility tensor, Hz is the applied magnetic field in the space fixed z-direction, ggg are the diagonal elements of the molecular "g tensor", (Jg 2 ) is the zero field expectation value of the squared angular momentum component along the <7-axis.
iii) The molecular g values and susceptibility anisotropics (in this case 2Xaa~Xbb-Xcc and
^ Xbb X^a
Xcc) are fitted to the observed multiplet splittings by a least square procedure and the results are used to calculate the derived molecular parameters such as the diagonal elements of the electric quadrupole moment tensor etc.
Two examples of observed Zeeman patterns are shown in Figure 1 . The measured Zeeman splittings are listed in Table 1 and 2 respectively for the transand cis-species of the molecule. The same tables also present the corresponding splittings calculated with the help of the Zeeman parameters of Table 3 . Although only the relative signs of the g values can be determined experimentally, it will be shown that the signs mentioned in Table 3 are correct.
Derived Molecular Parameters
With the supplementary information about the structure and bulk magnetic susceptibility of the molecule, the parameters mentioned in Table 3 could be used to determine the following quantities as well. The corresponding equations are [6, 8, 9] Qaa -~2 with cyclic permutations for other components. The results are mentioned in Table 4 . The used restructures for both the rotamers have been taken from Ref. [2] and are shown in Figure 2 . The sums nuclei ^ZnQn 2 over all the nuclei have been included in n   Table 4 along with the other determined parameters [Zn = atomic number, gn = an ,bn,cn, coordinates of the ?i-th nucleus).
To the best of our knowledge, no information is available about the bulk magnetic susceptibility of Thioformic Acid. In the present calculation, this has been estimated using Pascal's empirical method [10] of adding all the concerned atomic susceptibilities in the molecule. The atomic susceptibilities have been taken from Reference [6] . To account for the empirical nature of the method, the uncertainty in £I110ie was put as ± 5 • 10~6erg/ ((? 2 mole).
Discussion
From the measured Zeeman splittings one gets only the relative signs of the components of the g tensor. This is due to the fact that with the reversed signs of the g components, the Zeeman * Estimated from Pascal's empirical method of adding all the concerned atomic susceptibilities in the molecule. Uncertainty of ±5.0 is mentioned to take into account the empirical nature of its determination.
charge distribution for both the sets of signs of the g components. The results are given in Table 5 . One might rule out the alternative II (all positive g components) in both rotamers on the basis that it would give a negative value for the quantities <0|2cj 2 |0), whereas these should be positive i definite quantities. However, one has to do it with some caution, as the projected uncertainties in its value may surpass and make it slightly positive. At this point it may be worthwhile to compare the observed <01 c i 2 1 0) value with a calculation i based on the additivity rule for <(c 2 > as proposed by Flygare and coworkers [11] . This proposes a contribution of 0.25 Ä 2 from the zeroth row atoms of the periodic table (H and He) [11] , of 1.0 A 2 from the atoms of the first row [11] and 2,5 Ä 2 from sulphur [12] . A simple calculation of this kind gives a value of 5.0 Ä 2 for <(c 2 > for Thioformic Acid. This compares nicely with the observed values in both the rotamers with alternative I (all g components negative). Even with the projected uncertainties, it will be hard to think that alternative II would be compatible with such a large positive value for <0||> 2 |0>.
cipal inertia axes. As is seen the position of the principal inertia axes system with respect to the frame of the heavy nuclei remains essentially unchanged upon rotation of the SH-group from the eis to the trans configuration.
patterns are still reproduced with only a change in the signs of the assigned M values for the Zeeman components. From the experimental point of view, the absolute sign of the g components can be conclusively determined, if one can work with circularly polarized microwaves and thus distinguish between the AM = ± 1 and AM = -1 components of the Zeeman pattern. However, in our case, this correct sign could also be determined in the following way. As mentioned in the previous section, one determines the second moment of the electronic Sometimes a comparison of the derived diagonal elements of the electric quadrupole moment tensor with those known for similar molecules is also used to ascertain the correct choice of sign for the components of the g tensor. Again the conclusions reached for trans-Thioformic Acid by comparing the electric quadrupole moment components to those of trans-Formic Acid is in favour of alternative I. Unfortunately this cannot be done for cis-Thioformic Acid as Formic Acid [13] has not j^et been detected in the eis form in the gaseous phase, at least not by microwave spectroscopy.
A complete description of the diagonal elements in the magnetic susceptibility tensor has been obtained in both of the rotamers. There is little difference in the diagonal elements of the total magnetic susceptibility for the eis and the trans forms of the molecule. The partial reason of this may be that the change in the position of the Hydrogen atom from the trans to the eis configuration alters only slightly the relative orientation of the principal axes system of the molecule (see Figure 2 ). These diagonal elements are similar to the corresponding principal axes values in Acetaldehyde [14] (Xaa=-20.0, *w=-19.5, *cc = -28.6) and Formic Acid [14] [Xaa= -18.6, Xbb = -16.8, Xcc --24.2, all in units of 10" 6 erg/ (G 2 mole)].
The in plane molecular quadrupole moments in trans-Thioformic Acid are also similar to those for trans-Formic Acid. The large negative value is along a line which passes approximately through the Oxygen and Sulphur atoms. The large positive value is along a line which passes near to both the Hydrogen atoms. Thus it is evident that the negative charge builds up at the oxygen and the sulphur extremities and positive charge shows up at the hydrogen extremities. This is in agreement with the known electronegativity scale of Pauling [15] : For a discussion of the change of the components of the quadrupole moment tensor upon rotation of the SH group from the eis to the trans configuration we make use of the fact that the CSH-bond angle is very close to 90°. This makes it possible to relate the two sets of quadrupole moments via the a-and 6-coordinates of the Sulfur atom and the electric dipole moment of 0.8 Debye attributed to the SH-bond [3, 13] . 
Equations (8) directly follow from the definitions for the electric dipole and quadrupole moments, if one assumes rigid charge distributions for both the frame of the molecule and the SH-group, if one neglects the slight changes in the orientation of the principal inertia axes system with respect to the frame of the heavy nuclei, and if one approximates the rotation about the CS-band by a 180° rotation about an axis running parallel to the molecular c-axis through the Sulfur atom (see Figure 3) . As is seen by comparison to Table 4 , the changes predicted from Eqs. (8) 
